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CWN Media has multiple platforms in the financial industry. Our Artificial Intelligence gathers 

data from many sources, shares among all platforms and builds a targeted audience for your 

brand. The AI media system delivers mobile app notifications & watchlist, banner ads, 

multimedia ads, emails, mobile text, chat groups, message boards, social media, videos, ticker 

tag articles, an interactive automated dialer system and more.
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Using Artificial Intelligence and platforms to get your 
brand growing.

Advertise to millions in the financial industry.

Our AI gathers data from many sources, shares among 
all platforms and builds a targeted audience for your 
brand.
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The AI media system delivers mobile app notifications & watchlist, banner 
ads, multimedia ads, emails, mobile text, chat groups, message boards, 

social media, videos, ticker tag articles and an interactive automated dialer 
system.

Multiple 
Platforms

Multi-faceted 
Social Reach

US/international 
Markets

Targeted 
Data

Data 
collection

Financial 
Industry

Artificial 
Intelligence Automation
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Investor Brand 
Advertisement Services
The investor brand advertisement services are 
designed for when you are 100% ready to begin.
Teams:

Core Team (Six Groups)
Conveying your Story
Mobile App, Notifications & Watchlist
Website and Email Ads
Mobile Text
Social Media, Chat & Message Boards
Twitter Connected Accounts
Twitter Direct Messages
Targeted Group Exposure
Google News Ticker Tag
Ticker Tag
CPC Advertising Campaign
Automated Dialer
Proof of Work
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European Team
Two Groups

- Email, Social Media, Chat & 
Message Boards

Call center Team
Up to three groups

- Multiple call centers with US and 
international offices

Articles and Ticker Tag 
Team

Up to five groups

- Ticker tag press releases

- Benzinga, Marketwatch, etc. 
targeted articles 

Video Media Team
Two Groups

- Video Press Release

- Corporate Video Interview

- YouTube Interview and coverage

Social Media, Chat 
& Message Board 
Team

Up to six groups
 
Mobile Text Team

Two groups

Email Team
Up to six groups
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Investor Brand 
Advertisement Services



Investor Branding 
Maintenance Program

The maintenance program is designed to 

keep your company brand active in the 

minds of investors. This programs is 

perfect for times when you're in a slow 

news period and want to keep eyes on it 

for when the time is right. 
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Conveying your Story

Website and Email Ads

Social Media, Chat & Message Boards

Targeted Group Exposure

Proof of Work

Add-ons at additional Cost

Twitter Connected Accounts

Twitter Direct Messages

Video Press Release

Corporate Video Interview

Mobile Text

CPC Advertising Campaign

Google News Ticker Tag

Automated Dialer



Advertisement Campaigns
Our advertisement campaigns are a combination of multiple groups specializing in 

specific areas of expertise such as social media, mobile, email, etc. together they 

make up the campaign team.
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2. Travexs.com B2B Marketplace’s 
Product & Services Details



Conveying your Story
Seasoned writers convey your company’s story in a compelling and easy to follow manner by writing 

articles about your companies products and services. Depending on the length of your advertisement 

campaign a strategy will be put together for your company’s products and services.
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News Alert Notification

Article Alert Notification

Follow Up Trading 

Notification
11

Notifications



Track Stock Symbols
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Portfolio

News & Article Alert Notifications
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Trending Stocks

List Top 20 Trending Stocks

News & Articles

Real time updates
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Watchlist
List of Stocks

News & Articles

Real time updates



Website and 
Email Ads

Advertisements of news, media 

and branding content will be 

featured throughout multiple 

platforms and included in all 

emails .
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Mobile Text
Interactive advertisements of 

news, media and branding

content will be sent via

mobile text to our

subscriber base.
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Social Media, Chat & 
Message Boards

Our AI technology will brand via social media and 

message boards any news or articles about your 

company that are on our platform. This branding 

includes a reach of millions of investors on 

Twitter, Reddit, Facebook, StockTwits, 

TradingView, Stockhouse, Investorshub, 

Investors Hangout, Yahoo Finance, Discord, 

Telegram and more.
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Our AI posts your news to over 1900 connected twitter trader 

accounts reaching over 1 million followers. Also the AI sends 

1,000 Direct Messages every day with links to your most recent 

news.

Twitter Connected Accounts & Twitter Direct 
Messages
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Video Press Release & Corporate Video Interview

Video Press Release

High quality video press release 

approximately 90 seconds to 2 minutes in 

length plus distribution on YouTube 

Channel, with additional distribution on 

YouTube Channel with additional 

distribution to 1,000,000 via opt-in 

investor email, social media blogs, etc.

Corporate Video Interview 

High quality video interview with the 

company representative approximately 

3 minutes to 5 minutes in length plus 

distribution on YouTube Channel, with 

additional distribution on YouTube 

Channel with additional distribution to 

1,000,000 via opt-in investor email, 

social media blogs, etc.
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Targeted Group Exposure

Our AI technology will share 

your news and branding 

content in Telegram, Discord, 

Facebook, Twitter groups and 

message boards.
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Google News 
Ticker Tag

Get premium placement within the 
same news as Apple, Johnson & 
Johnson, and other fortune 500 

companies in your sector due to our 
permitted sites access via Google 

Finance and its aggregation.
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CPC Advertisement 
Campaign

We will design and build your CPC (Cost Per 

Click) campaign around your company 

utilizing our platforms pixel data from 

multiple years of targeted traffic. This will 

maximize your CPC (Cost Per Click) 

campaign output bringing you the best 

overall results.
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Automated Dialer
The automated interactive dialer will call our 

subscribers with an automated message 

about the most recent product, service, and 

content allowing them to interact to receive 

an email and text message containing the 

advertising content. If the subscriber does 

not answer the interactive dialer will leave a 

message.
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Call Center

Team One calling direct to an investor database of 25k

Institutional investor communication

Scheduling investor calls

Team Two offices database of 15k

Analyst relations

Shareholder bases analyses

Part of 150 plus Facebook and telegram investor 
boards and moderators on a number of them

8k twitter following
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Proof of Work

We will provide links 
and screen shots of 

all work that has 
been completed.
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CWN Media has multiple platforms in financial, crypto and gaming industries. These 
platforms allow our AI to collect and utilize the data.

Market Wire News
https://marketwirenews.com

Market Wire News is an investor platform which includes news releases, message boards, trending stocks, stock 
wall, portfolio alerts and much more. 

Crypto Wire News
https://cryptowirenews.com

Crypto Wire News is a platform for the crypto community that provides news, algorithms, quotes, articles, 
information, and trends.

Squeeze Report
https://squeezereport.com
https://news.squeezereport.com

Stock trading predictive short and long algorithm services for the novice to expert investor.

All Finance Times
https://allfinancetimes.com

All Finance Times provides the latest stock market news today from business, technology, biotech, cannabis and 
financial sectors.
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Contact us for a personalized quote today.

CWN Media

https://cwn.media

media@cwn.media

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cwn-media/

Office: 833-940-4644

Direct: 434-231-7334
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